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AdCourier Version 4
Quick start user guide

Welcome to AdCourier
AdCourier Version 4 offers you a host of functionality to make the process of distributing and managing 
your job postings more efficient and effective.

This guide has been prepared for quick reference and an online knowledge base can be found at 
http://support.broadbean.com.

Contents of this guide:

 page 2 - Posting an advert

 page 3 - Manage adverts

 page 4 - Advert Groups

 page 5 - Viewing adverts

 page 6 - Viewing responses, Hotlists and Email Centre

Any queries should be directed to your company administrator.

Please consider the environment before printing this guide.
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AdCourier Version 4
Posting an advert

1. Posting steps
The posting process has a header that indicates what stage you are at.  

2. Quota / Slots
Remaining quota/slots for job board is displayed here.

3. Selecting a job board
Job boards appear faded until they have been selected. A green tick confirms your selection.

4. No quota
Job boards that have no quota remaining appear greyed out and have a red cross. They can not be 
selected.
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AdCourier Version 4
Manage Adverts

1. Navigation
You will notice the navigation at the top of the page.

2. Advert Groups
This functionality allows you to group adverts that may be for the same requirement, client or type of 
candidates. By grouping the adverts you can manage them all at once. This is particularly useful for 
advert management, resending and viewing groups of candidate applications on one page. To add a 
group click the blue Options button and follow the instructions. To add an advert to the group, left 
click and hold on any advert and drag it into the relevant group (more on Advert Groups on the next 
page).  

3. Expiry Reports
The expiry reports tab allows you to view adverts that are due to expire.

4. Response Notification
The blue numbers represent new applications to an advert.
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AdCourier Version 4
Advert Groups

1. Resend without changes
This feature allows you to resend up to 10 jobs or 10 adverts to individual job boards instantly without 
changes. You will need to select the adverts using the tick boxes on each listing.

2. Information cloud
Clicking the blue icon will allow you to view the adverts posting history.

3. Information cloud
Clicking the blue icon will allow you to view the advert details.

4. Ungroup advert
Clicking this icon will remove the advert from the group.

5. Resend advert
Clicking this icon will take though the posting process allowing you to resend the advert with changes.
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AdCourier Version 4
Manage Adverts / View Advert

1. View live advert
Job boards that have a black font and are in a bold can be clicked on to view the advert on the live 
site. You can also click the “View live advert on {site}” in the Posting History tab.

2. No confirmation
A fuzzy black tick indicates that the job board does not currently support an instant feed so AdCourier 
can only assume the advert has been posted successfully.

3. Advert actions
Resend without changes automatically picks up updated job board subscription details.

4. Grouped adverts
This tab allows you to see other recent adverts added to the group.
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AdCourier Version 4
Manage Adverts / View Responses

1. Hotlists
Similar to Advert groups, this functionality allows you to group candidates that may be suitable for 
similar requirements. By grouping candidates in Hotlists you can instantly view people with similar 
attributes, great for when that urgent requirement comes up. You can add and edit Hotlists by clicking 
on the options button and following the instructions. To add a candidate to a Hotlist, left click and hold 
on any candidate and drag it into the relevant Hotlist.    

2. Candidate profile 
By clicking on the blue information icon you can view the candidates details including their cover letter 
and word CV. You can also flag the candidates suitability and add notes. 

3. Email Centre
The email centre allows you to message candidates according to their rank i.e: You may want to email 
all the unsuitable candidates at once to let them they are not being put forward for the role. Standard 
templates can be set up so you do not have to re-word the emails each time.  
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